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complete a checklist review form (http://bmjopen.bmj.com/site/about/resources/checklist.pdf) and 

are provided with free text boxes to elaborate on their assessment. These free text comments are 
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ARTICLE DETAILS 
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Lars-Åke; Äng, Björn 

 

VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Tanja Roy 
US Army Public Health Command, Epidemiology and Disease 
Surveillance, Injury Prevention Program. USA 

REVIEW RETURNED 02-Apr-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Major concern. Due to the cross sectional design of the studies, the 
results do not support the conclusions made by the authors.  
 
Abstract  
-272 Marines out of how many? What is the size of the battalion.  
-The study does not support the conclusion that Marines should 
perform more than one day per week of physical training to avoid 
back injury. The study is cross sectional. It is very likely that these 
marines are only doing one day of training because they have back 
pain, not the other way around.  
-This is not the first study to look at injuries in marines. It is the first 
study to look at Swedish marines but not marine internationally.  
 
Introduction  
Line 110. This study looked at full time marines, this is not 
generalizable to part-time marines.  
 
Methods  
Line 127. How many marines were in the unit? How many were 
eligible?  
- What type of jobs did the participants have? What type of marines? 
Infantry, administration, medical, artillery, etc?  
Line 140 – what is a couple? 2?  
Line 163 – kg not Kg.  
Line 171- what citations support the selection of the factors? It is not 
enough to just say existing evidence. What existing evidence?  
Line 232-235. It is not clear what was done here. It could not be 
reproduced.  
Table 1 – it is hard to believe that none of the marines smoked. 
Prevalence of smokers in the military is usually high.  
Line 275-278 – just because variables correlate, one doesn’t usually 
drop them both from analysis. Normally, the one that has the 
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stronger correlation to the outcome is included and the other 
dropped.  
 
Discussion  
Line 335-6 – this is a cross sectional study. It is very likely that those 
with injuries may be doing less physical training and more computer 
work because they are injured. This is common practice in the 
military. One cannot conclude that less training and more computer 
work caused the back injuries.  
 
Line 357-363 – this write up does not make sense and should have 
been addressed in the methods as well.  
Line 374 – younger people often have knee injuries due to sports. 
Knee injuries in the civilian population are not limited to the elderly.  
Line 383-385 – Irish farmers are not generalizable to marines. What 
was the knee injury rate of the Irish farmers?  
Line 387 – This is unclear.  
Line 393-396 – Very unclear.  
Line 402-405 – very flawed argument. The current study does not 
support their conclusion that marines who do physical training one 
day a week are at increased risk of injury.  
Line 409-411 – Again, flawed argument. Additionally, forcing 
marines with injuries to do physical training that is not approved by a 
medical provider could injure them further.  
449-454- again flawed conclusion based on the assumption that 
marines were injured because they perform less physical training or 
do more computer work and not that the decrease in training and 
increase in computer work are a result of the injury. 

 

REVIEWER Linda H. Yoder PhD, MBA, RN, AOCN, FAAN 
The University of Texas at Austin  
School of Nursing  
United States 

REVIEW RETURNED 26-May-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Abstract:  In the abstract I would remove the word first in line 33 

because you are describing only one study in this paper.  Also, line 

52 is a bit confusing—I understood better later in the paper about 

the computer work time but this sentence (which spans 5 lines) 

might need to be broken into at least 2 parts so the points do not get 

confused and lost.  Line 60, pg 4—you can remove the word 

“regards.” 

Strengths and Limitations: In several instances you use the word 

“on” when you really mean “about”—see line 70. 

Background: Line 79—remove the word fairly—in reality, compared 

to most military occupational specialties the Marines have physically 

demanding jobs.  See line 81 (pg 5)—you start the sentence with 

“While” when “Although” might be a better word.  There are several 

editorial changes I have suggested—I have shared the paper with 

my comments on it with the editor and I have given permission to 

share the paper with you for your convenience. 

Methods: Most institutional review boards in the US now 

recommend using the term participants rather than subjects (also 
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see pg 6-lines 128-129; pg 7, lines 133 & 141).  I have 

recommended that you change the instances where you use the 

term subjects and use the term participants.  Lines 120-122 could be 

moved to line 117 to make the flow better in this section.  In line 122 

I recommend you use the term enrolling rather than participating.  

No power analysis was conducted for this study—you could conduct 

a post-hoc power analysis and report that result. 

Participants:  Please see line 127 pg 6—enrollment is misspelled.   

Questionnaires: The word which in line 141 on pg 7 should be 

“what.”  Also in most journals the punctuation goes inside the 

quotation marks—see line 143.  See pg 8, line 163, please change 

passive voice (have been) to were.  See line 164…and found to be 

reliable. 

Independent Variables:  See line 168--….were considered to 

possibly be associated….  Also, please see line 169, in several 

places you use the word on instead of about—consider correcting 

this language issue.  Delete the extra space after interpretation on 

line 178, pg 8.  See line 181, pg 9—the word should be 

occupational. 

Data Management and Statistics:   See line 215—data are plural 

so “was” should be “were.” 

Regression analysis: See line 231—the word “the” should be placed 

before the word “dependent.” 

Results: See line 242—I suggest you change the word “show” to 

“provides.”  See line 313 0n pg 21—the word “as” should be 

“because.” 

Discussion: See line 332—you can link the two sentences with and 

(remove the word Thereto)–it would flow better.  See line 341—

remove thereto.  Line 342 …comparing demographic 

characteristics….(not demographics).  See line 371—should it say 

higher prevalence of musculoskeletal pain in these regions?  See 

line 387—change passive voice had been to “was.”  See line 404… 

emerged as strongly and independently.  See line 452—you say that 

it should be recommended that the marines train more—do you 

really mean “exercise” more.”  In the United States when you say 

“train”—it specifically means additional military training but I think 

you mean to say that the marines that were more sedentary need to 

exercise more to strengthen their lower back.  In the abstract you did 

have a separate section about limitations.  It would be helpful to 

have a separate section about the study limitations and a section 

about recommendations regarding future research and clinically 

about exercise for the marines.  You do cover this in the discussion 

section but this information would flow better if you had it in 

delineated sections. 

Figures & Tables:  The tables and figures were well done.  It would 

be helpful to explain more in the narrative about the Reference 
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category in Table 1. 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: 1  

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Major concern. Due to the cross sectional design of the studies, the results do not support the 

conclusions made by the authors.  

 

Reply: We certainly agree with the reviewer that cross-sectional studies are limited with regard to 

temporal inferences between cause and effect. Consequently, we addressed the proposed issue in 

our bullet-points and further in the discussion, which could be found on page 26, line 416- 417 (now 

line 418-419) and page 27, line 442-446 (now line 444-446). We have now revised the conclusion, 

page 4, line 57- 60 and page 28, line 468-470, stating these factors as independently associated with 

the outcome following the regression analysis; hence not defining them as risk-factors. We now 

believe the conclusion and corresponding discussion to be modest and supported by the results.  

 

Abstract  

Reviewer’s comments  

-272 Marines out of how many? What is the size of the battalion.  

 

Reply: The 272 marines included represented approximately 69% of the 2.Amphibious Battalion, i.e. 

the main part of the marine population at the time of data collection. This information has been added 

in the main Method section of the paper.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

-The study does not support the conclusion that Marines should perform more than one day per week 

of physical training to avoid back injury. The study is cross sectional. It is very likely that these 

marines are only doing one day of training because they have back pain, not the other way around.  

Reply: As indicated to the reviewer’s major comment above, the conclusion is now clarified and 

revised according to the suggestion. We believe the conclusion now reflects our results.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

-This is not the first study to look at injuries in marines. It is the first study to look at Swedish marines 

but not marine internationally.  

 

Reply: Please note that we do not imply that this is the first study to look at injuries in marines, but on 

“prevalence of musculoskeletal pain that limits work ability in marines and associated factors thereto”. 

The “bullet-points” is now revised to clarify this, page 4, line 64-65.  

 

 

 

Introduction  

Reviewer’s comments  

Line 110. This study looked at full time marines, this is not generalizable to part-time marines.  

 

Reply: Excuse this lack of clarity. We intended to highlight the importance of epidemiological 

information for this occupational group as also relevant for the public healthcare system and civilian 
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healthcare providers. This has now been clarified on page 6, line 108-110.  

 

 

Methods  

Reviewer’s comments  

Line 127. How many marines were in the unit? How many were eligible?  

 

Reply: At the time of the survey, the 331 marines address for eligibility, and accounted for 

approximately 83% of the 2.Amphibious Battalion. Hence, the 272 enrolled in the study represented 

69% of the Battalion, at the time of data collection. The 66 marines belonging to the battalion, but not 

addressed for eligibility were marines not present at the regiment due to deployments, at service in 

other regiments or conducting studies at military colleges. We have now added this information under 

“Participants”, page 7, line 129-132.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

- What type of jobs did the participants have? What type of marines? Infantry, administration, medical, 

artillery, etc?  

 

Reply: We have now added information regarding military occupational function for the prevalence 

sample (n=272) under “Participants”, page 7, lines 136-138. Thank you.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Line 140 – what is a couple? 2?  

 

Reply: The wording of the questionnaire item as derived from the Standardized Nordic Questionnaires 

(Kuorinka I et al.: Standardised Nordic questionnaires for the analysis of musculoskeletal symptoms. 

Applied Ergonomics 1987, 18:233-237.) and as previously used in a large Swedish public health 

cohort (Svensson AC et al.: Cohort Profile: The Stockholm Public Health Cohort. International journal 

of epidemiology 2012) does not explicitly define the amount of pain days for each alternative. We 

believe the respondents were able to differentiate between “Pain a couple of days per month or less” 

and “Pain a couple of days per week or more”. Any potential misclassification would, however, not 

lead to bias in the present analysis due to pain being defined as “any” reported pain.  

Reviewer’s comments  

Line 163 – kg not Kg.  

Reply: Changed as suggested, page 8, line 166. Thank you.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Line 171- what citations support the selection of the factors? It is not enough to just say existing 

evidence. What existing evidence?  

 

Reply: We have now added references to this statements, page 8, line 173. Thank you.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Line 232-235. It is not clear what was done here. It could not be reproduced.  

 

Reply: In order to yield a final model containing only significant independent variables, identified 

confounders and interactions, we followed the purposeful selection process described by Hosmer, 

Lemeshow and Sturdivant (Hosmer Jr DW et. al. Applied logistic regression: John Wiley & Sons; 
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2013), also referred to in the text. This process included multiple steps and iterations, and we have 

now added information on this to make this clearer to the reader, page 11, lines 240-244.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Table 1 – it is hard to believe that none of the marines smoked. Prevalence of smokers in the military 

is usually high.  

 

Reply: While this might be true for military personnel in other countries, Sweden actually has the 

lowest proportion of smokers in Europe, with only 13% of the general male population classified as 

smokers at the time of data collection (OECD . Health at a Glance: Europe 2012, OECD Publishing. 

Availableonline: http://ec.europa.eu/health/reports/european/health_glance_2012_en.htm, accessed 

on 10 June 2015). As the marines are seen as an “elite” military unit in Sweden, the percentage of 

active smokers could likely be further reduced. Also, snus, i.e. moist smokeless tobacco, is as 

common as smoking in the general Swedish population and also common in the SAF marines, with 

approximately one third using snus daily. As such, this could potentially substitute the number of 

smokers in Sweden. We have now added the use of smokeless tobacco to Table 1, page 12.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Line 275-278 – just because variables correlate, one doesn’t usually drop them both from analysis. 

Normally, the one that has the stronger correlation to the outcome is included and the other dropped.  

 

Reply: We agree with the reviewer, and this was also the case in our paper. We did not drop both 

variables from the analysis, but retained the most plausible variable, from a known mechanistic 

perspective, as an associated factor, as suggested by Vittinghoff et al. (Vittinghoff E, et al. Regression 

methods in biostatistics: linear, logistic, survival, and repeated measures models: Springer Science & 

Business Media, 2011). To be clear on this, we have now added additional information in the methods 

section, page 11, lines 231-233, and in the results section as well, page 15, lines 289-292. Thank you.  

 

 

Discussion  

Reviewer’s comments  

Line 335-6 – this is a cross sectional study. It is very likely that those with injuries may be doing less 

physical training and more computer work because they are injured. This is common practice in the 

military. One cannot conclude that less training and more computer work caused the back injuries.  

 

Reply: As indicated above, we agree with the reviewer that cross-sectional studies are limited with 

regard to the temporal relationship between exposure and outcome. However, line 349-352 (lines 

335-336 in previous version) only stated that these factors emerged independently associated with 

the outcome following the regression analysis, i.e. not stating anything of the direction of these 

associations. We have now made minor adjustment to the wording to further clarify this. We believe 

these findings, reflecting independent associations, to be important, as it identified sub-groups of 

marines that might benefit from further clinical examinations, now addressed in the discussion, page 

26, lines 418-421.  

 

 

Regarding computer work, we do not believe, based on our experience of clinical work in this 

population that “more computer work because of injury” represents the common practice in SAF 

Marines. Occupational tasks in the SAF marines are highly correlated with military occupational 

function, i.e. the military occupational specialty and grade, and most marines can therefore not select 

(or are ordered) to do more computer tasks. While physical exercise is often replaced by another task 
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in the presence of MSD´s, it most often concerns other logistical tasks. Even so, as this might only be 

a representation of the Swedish Armed Forces marines, this is now clarified in the discussion, page 

27, line 447.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Line 357-363 – this write up does not make sense and should have been addressed in the methods 

as well.  

 

Reply: In our experience, a rating of any pain, also rated as“≥1”, on a numeric pain rating scale means 

that a marine experiences pain. A cut-off of ≥1 or “any pain” has, for the same reason, also been used 

in military pilots as well as marines in previous papers from our group. In addition, research 

conducted on the US marine community has previously used “any pain” to be indicative of 

musculoskeletal disorders (Hollingsworth DJ: The prevalence and impact of musculoskeletal injuries 

during a pre-deployment workup cycle: survey of a Marine Corps special operations company. J Spec 

Oper Med 2009, 9:11-15.). As this could differ from studies on civilian populations where pain (ache 

or discomfort) is often defined as 3 or more out of 10 on numerical pain ratings, we believe it is 

important to underline this in the discussion. As suggested, we have now addressed this also in the 

Method section, page 9, lines 196-197 and revised the text in the Discussion, pages 24-25, lines 373-

376.We hope that it is now clear to the reader. Thank you.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Line 374 – younger people often have knee injuries due to sports. Knee injuries in the civilian 

population are not limited to the elderly.  

 

Reply: We agree that “civilian” knee pain is not limited to the elderly population. However, we refer to 

occupational knee pain, which is often limited to a population older than the present. We have now 

clarified this in page 24, line 388, and in line with the reviewers comment also addressed knee pain as 

common in the young civilian working population, as found on page 24, line 393-394.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Line 383-385 – Irish farmers are not generalizable to marines. What was the knee injury rate of the 

Irish farmers?  

 

Reply: We agree, of cause, that there are differences between marines and farmers, including 

farmers to have a higher mean age than marines. Our point, however, is that certain civilian 

occupations might have occupational demands, similar to the marine occupation, which could be 

reflected in the prevalence of MSD´s. In this case, the Irish farmers reported a substantially lower 

knee pain prevalence of 9%, while the American farmers, as reported by Gomez et al., reported 29%. 

As such, we have now revised this passage on page 25, line 397-400, and hope that we now explicitly 

communicated our intentions.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Line 387 – This is unclear.  

 

Reply: We believe these results are important to highlight, as it stands in contrast to other studies 

where musculoskeletal disorders in more than one body part is associated with increased occurrence 

of activity limiting pain. We have now clarified this passage on page 26, Line 402.  
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Reviewer’s comments  

Line 393-396 – Very unclear.  

 

Reply: Although there is a general perception within the SAF and its occupational health service alike 

that a high prevalence of MSD exist among the SAF marines, sick-leave or medical downgrading to 

“non-deployment status” is rather rare. Therefore, we expected lower levels of related limitations in 

work ability than reported. We have now clarified this passage on page 26, Line 408-410.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Line 402-405 – very flawed argument. The current study does not support their conclusion that 

marines who do physical training one day a week are at increased risk of injury.  

 

Reply: Line 402-405 only stated that low level physical training was identified to be associated with 

back pain, and specifically addressed the limitation of casual inference. Thus, as also expressed in 

this passage, we agree with the reviewer that few weekly exercise sessions could be a consequence 

rather than the cause of back pain that limits work ability. This section has now been re-written for 

clarification on page 26, Line 418-421.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Line 409-411 – Again, flawed argument. Additionally, forcing marines with injuries to do physical 

training that is not approved by a medical provider could injure them further.  

 

Reply: As outlined in line 409-411, we believe that the literature concerning LBP togheter with our 

results supports that correctly performed physical training as a suitable primary as well as secondary 

preventive action to limit back pain affecting work ability. We do agree with the reviewer that 

incorrectly performed exercise could do more harm than good, and therefore we rewrote the passage 

on page 26, line 425, accordingly. Thank you.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

449-454- again flawed conclusion based on the assumption that marines were injured because they 

perform less physical training or do more computer work and not that the decrease in training and 

increase in computer work are a result of the injury.  

 

Reply: In line with previous answers to comments under “major concern” and changes in the 

discussion, the conclusion is now revised accordingly. We believe the conclusion now to be supported 

by the identified associations.  

 

Reviewer: 2  

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Abstract: In the abstract I would remove the word first in line 33 because you are describing only one 

study in this paper.  

 

Reply: Changed as suggested on page 3, line 33. Thank you.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Also, line 52 is a bit confusing—I understood better later in the paper about the computer work time 
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but this sentence (which spans 5 lines) might need to be broken into at least 2 parts so the points do 

not get confused and lost.  

 

Reply: As these results are reported with OR and corresponding 95% CI, in accordance with the 

instructions for authors, we do not believe that dividing the sentence would improve the understanding 

(and since word limits exist in the abstract). We have, however, now revised the wording on page 3, 

line 52, to clarify the statement.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Line 60, pg 4—you can remove the word “regards.”  

 

Reply: Changed as suggested, page 4, line 60-61. Thank you.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Strengths and Limitations: In several instances you use the word “on” when you really mean “about”—

see line 70.  

 

Reply: The sentence is revised and now integrated in the first “bullet point”.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Background: Line 79—remove the word fairly—in reality, compared to most military occupational 

specialties the Marines have physically demanding jobs.  

 

Reply: Changed as suggested. Thank you.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

See line 81 (pg 5)—you start the sentence with “While” when “Although” might be a better word. 

There are several editorial changes I have suggested—I have shared the paper with my comments on 

it with the editor and I have given permission to share the paper with you for your convenience.  

 

Reply: Changed as suggested. Thank you.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Methods: Most institutional review boards in the US now recommend using the term participants 

rather than subjects (also see pg 6-lines 128-129; pg 7, lines 133 & 141). I have recommended that 

you change the instances where you use the term subjects and use the term participants.  

 

Reply: We have now changed subjects to participants throughout the manuscript. Thank you.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Lines 120-122 could be moved to line 117 to make the flow better in this section. In line 122 I 

recommend you use the term enrolling rather than participating.  

 

Reply: Although we agree this would improve the flow of the section, we prefer to keep all the 

information regarding ethical considerations and approval together. Line 121, page 6 changed as 

suggested. Thank you.  
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Reviewer’s comments  

No power analysis was conducted for this study—you could conduct a post-hoc power analysis and 

report that result.  

 

Reply: We definitely reflected on the sample size before the start of data collection. Based on the 

estimation that approximately 25% of the subjects would be classified as cases with back pain, the 

events-per-variable were deemed sufficient with approximately 200 subjects, as supported by the 

study by Virtinghoff et al. on studies that concern regression modeling (Vittinghoff E, McCulloch CE. 

Relaxing the rule of ten events per variable in logistic and Cox regression. American journal of 

epidemiology. 2007;165(6):710-8.). While a more mathematical power calculation on sample size a 

priori would have been possible, it would be increasingly difficult with regard to what variables to 

include in the model, since a power calculation of all studied variables would not be feasible. Also, the 

uncertainness of our “estimated level of probability” would have far more impact, i.e higher risk of 

bias, in the “mathematical” power calculation. We believe such analysis requires far more knowledge 

on the expected level of exposures and cases in order to yield valid probability, which could have 

been provided by conducting a pilot-study.  

With regard to conducting a post-hoc power analysis, i.e to determine if the sample size collected 

supports fitting of the model, we have learned that the events-per-variable and careful diagnostics of 

model fitting to be more informative, as conducted in our study.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Participants: Please see line 127 pg 6—enrollment is misspelled.  

 

Reply: As we have used “British English” in the manuscript, we believe enrolment to be correctly 

spelled.  

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Questionnaires: The word which in line 141 on pg 7 should be “what.” Also in most journals the 

punctuation goes inside the quotation marks—see line 143.  

Reply: Changed as suggested, page 7, line 144. Thank you.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

See pg 8, line 163, please change passive voice (have been) to were. See line 164…and found to be 

reliable.  

 

Reply: We have now revised this sentence for clarity on page 8, lines 166-167.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Independent Variables: See line 168--….were considered to possibly be associated….  

 

Reply: Changed as suggested. Thank you.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Also, please see line 169, in several places you use the word on instead of about—consider 

correcting this language issue.  

 

Reply: Changed as suggested and also revised throughout the manuscript. Thank you.  
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Reviewer’s comments  

Delete the extra space after interpretation on line 178, pg 8. See line 181, pg 9—the word should be 

occupational.  

 

Reply: Changed as suggested. Thank you.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Data Management and Statistics: See line 215—data are plural so “was” should be “were.”  

 

Reply: Changed as suggested. Thank you.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Regression analysis: See line 231—the word “the” should be placed before the word “dependent.”  

 

Reply: Changed as suggested. Thank you.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Results: See line 242—I suggest you change the word “show” to “provides.” See line 313 0n pg 21—

the word “as” should be “because.”  

 

Reply: Changed as suggested. Thank you.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Discussion: See line 332—you can link the two sentences with and (remove the word Thereto)–it 

would flow better.  

 

Reply: Changed as suggested. Thank you.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

See line 341—remove thereto. Line 342 …comparing demographic characteristics….(not 

demographics).  

 

Reply: Changed as suggested. Thank you.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

See line 371—should it say higher prevalence of musculoskeletal pain in these regions?  

 

Reply: We have now revised this sentence for clarity on page 25, line 386. Thank you.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

See line 387—change passive voice had been to “was.”  

 

Reply: We have now revised this sentence for clarity on page 26, line 402. Thank you.  
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Reviewer’s comments  

See line 404… emerged as strongly and independently.  

 

Reply: Changed as suggested. Thank you.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

See line 452—you say that it should be recommended that the marines train more—do you really 

mean “exercise” more.” In the United States when you say “train”—it specifically means additional 

military training but I think you mean to say that the marines that were more sedentary need to 

exercise more to strengthen their lower back.  

 

Reply: Thank you for pointing this out. However, the sentence is now re-written in response to 

reviewer 1’ comments.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

In the abstract you did have a separate section about limitations. It would be helpful to have a 

separate section about the study limitations and a section about recommendations regarding future 

research and clinically about exercise for the marines. You do cover this in the discussion section but 

this information would flow better if you had it in delineated sections.  

 

Reply: After careful considerations of the reviewer’s suggestion, we agree with having a separate 

section for limitations, but not for the recommendations regarding future research. We believe that the 

reader will be able to relate to the recommendations easier after the discussion of the relevant results. 

With regard to adding a section about “clinically about exercise for the marines”, we believe this would 

have been informative, but outside the scope of the present article.  

 

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Figures & Tables: The tables and figures were well done. It would be helpful to explain more in the 

narrative about the Reference category in Table 1.  

 

Reply: While including more information regarding selected categories in Table 1 would indeed be 

informative; such a table would occupy too much space. Together with added citations of key 

references regarding selected variables, as seen on page 8, line 173, and text about categories , we 

believe the information provided was deemed sufficient for the interpretation of our results.  

 

 

 

Additional changes. Following the language editing, we have now revised the sentence or words in 

the following lines: 53, 80, 85, 127, 135, 151, 157, 204, 207, 277-278, 358, 362-363, 369, 381. 
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VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Tanja Roy 
US Army Public Health Center 

REVIEW RETURNED 20-Aug-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Abstract conclusion – You can’t say that physical training less than 1 
day a week is a risk factor for further evaluation. You could say that 
days per week of pt needs to be looked at prospectively to assess 
better. You mention BMI in the abstract conclusion but it is not in the 
abstract results.  
 
Methods  
Full time and part time marines should be evaluated separately.  
 
Musculoskeletal pain case definition is confusing the way that it is 
written.  
 
Table two has multiple marked words but only Back was defined 
below the table.  
 
Discussion  
1st paragraph – there is too much about methods in this paragraph. 
That information belongs in the methods section of the paper. The 
entire paragraph could be deleted.  
2nd paragraph – this lists pervious findings but there is not actual 
discussing occurring. The last sentence starts to but is still too 
vague. 

 

REVIEWER Linda H. Yoder PhD, MBA, RN, AOCN, FAAN 
The University of Texas at Austin School of Nursing 

REVIEW RETURNED 21-Jul-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS I appreciate the authors revisions--the paper is improved due to the 
revisions. A few grammatical errors remain in this paper--see pg 5 in 
the Methods section--if you say "the" population of SAF marines, 
that indicates you studied the entire population--you actually studied 
"a" specific population. In line 2 under methods the word "the" needs 
to precede marines. See pg 5--the second sentence at the top--I 
think you mean to say This "is" a substantial percentage of marines 
in the SAF that will either..... Please see pg 21 line 21--remove the 
"s" from underestimates and on the same pg--line 24--you need a 
space between prevalence and It. I continue to be bothered by the 
use of the word "few" --what does few mean? Does it mean 2 or 
several--I would appreciate more clarity regarding "few" training 
session. See pg 25, line 5, "were" should be "was" ---substantial 
time with computer work "was" also associated........   
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VERSION 2 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer Name Tanja Roy  

Institution and Country US Army Public Health Center  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below  

I appreciate the authors revisions--the paper is improved due to the revisions. A few grammatical 

errors remain in this paper—  

Reply: Our text has now been re-checked by a native English speaker, and these errors are now 

rectified. Thank you.  

 

Reviewer’s comments  

see pg 5 in the Methods section--if you say "the" population of SAF marines, that indicates you 

studied the entire population--you actually studied "a" specific population.  

Reply: Changed as suggested. Thank you.  

 

Reviewer’s comments  

In line 2 under methods the word "the" needs to precede marines.  

Reply: Changed as suggested. Thank you.  

 

Reviewer’s comments  

See pg 5--the second sentence at the top--I think you mean to say This "is" a substantial percentage 

of marines in the SAF that will either.....  

Reply: The sentence has now been revised, and we now believe that it expresses our intentions (i.e. 

why knowledge regarding pain occurrence and it´s consequences for this population is also of 

importance for the civilian society). Thank you.  

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Please see pg 21 line 21--remove the "s" from underestimates and on the same pg--line 24--you need 

a space between prevalence and It.  

Reply: Thank you for pointing this out. It has been corrected. Thank you.  

 

Reviewer’s comments  

I continue to be bothered by the use of the word "few" --what does few mean? Does it mean 2 or 

several--I would appreciate more clarity regarding "few" training session.  

Reply: Few training sessions refer to “one day per week or less”, which should now be clear for the 

reader in the revised text, page 27, line 421 and page 29, line 471.  

 

Reviewer’s comments  

See pg 25, line 5, "were" should be "was" ---substantial time with computer work "was" also 

associated........  

Reply: Changed as suggested. Thank you.  

 

 

 

Reviewer: 1  

 

 

Reviewer Name Linda H. Yoder PhD, MBA, RN, AOCN, FAAN  

Institution and Country The University of Texas at Austin School of Nursing  

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Abstract conclusion – You can’t say that physical training less than 1 day a week is a risk factor for 
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further evaluation. You could say that days per week of pt needs to be looked at prospectively to 

assess better. You mention BMI in the abstract conclusion but it is not in the abstract results.  

Reply: We agree that further prospective studies are necessary to evaluate the associated factors and 

to clarify the direction of cause and effect, as stated in the last sentence of the conclusion. We have 

now revised the wording, page 3, line 56-61, to more clearly express that our results identified a sub-

group of marines that might benefit from further medical attention, in concordance with our previous 

discussion on page 26, lines 417-429.  

Regarding BMI, it has actually not been mentioned in the conclusion (as indicated by the reviewer). 

BMI has not been identified as an independent risk factor for BP limiting work ability, and was 

consequently not reported in the abstract results.  

 

Methods  

Reviewer’s comments  

Full time and part time marines should be evaluated separately.  

Reply: Yes, full and part time marines should be evaluated in a stratified manner, or should at least be 

controlled for during analysis. However, this study included only full time working marines, as the SAF 

Marines, at the point of data collection, had not yet started to be employed as “part time marines”. 

This should now be clear to the reader, page 6, line 128. Thank you.  

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Musculoskeletal pain case definition is confusing the way that it is written.  

Reply: This section has now been re-written for clarification, page 9, Line 199-201. Thank you.  

 

Reviewer’s comments  

Table two has multiple marked words but only Back was defined below the table.  

Reply: We apologize for this error. This has now been corrected with definitions for lower extremities, 

upper extremities and multiple regions defined. Thank you.  

 

 

Discussion  

Reviewer’s comments  

1st paragraph – there is too much about methods in this paragraph. That information belongs in the 

methods section of the paper. The entire paragraph could be deleted.  

Reply: Our aim with this paragraph was to be clear about the study’s external validity and to provide a 

comprehensive display of the study’s strengths and weaknesses, as previously suggested (Docherty, 

Michael, and Richard Smith. "The case for structuring the discussion of scientific papers: Much the 

same as that for structuring abstracts." BMJ: British Medical Journal 318.7193 (1999): 1224.). Parallel 

to our intentions, we have now shortened this section to meet the reviewer’s suggestion.  

 

Reviewer’s comments  

2nd paragraph – this lists pervious findings but there is not actual discussing occurring. The last 

sentence starts to but is still too vague.  

Reply:,  

According to the reviewer’s suggestion, we have now added a few lines to this passage, page 26, 

Line 398-402, to better contextualize our findings. Thank you.  

 

   

Additional changes. To adhere to the maximum word count of the abstract (when adding more 

information in the conclusion as suggested by the reviewer), the sentences on line 33 and line 41 

were shortened, but still include the same information as previous versions. 
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